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Detect and prevent email data loss caused by 
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Email is the lifeblood of many organizations as it is the most utilized channel 

for sending data. But human error and insider risk also make it the primary 

threat vector for data loss.


Inadvertent human mistakes and malicious behavior on email puts 

organizations and their customers’ data at risk, breaching industry and data 

protection regulations. 


Tessian’s Insider Risk Protection Solution protects against the three leading 

data loss threats:

Prevent data loss from 
misdirected emails

Tessian inspects content, and 

detects entity relationship 

anomalies to prevent email 

attachments from reaching 

unintended recipients.

Prevent data exfiltration 
events

Tessian uses machine learning 

meaning no predefined rules or 

blacklists are required.

Establish and maintain 
regulatory compliance

Tessian stops employees from 

sharing confidential data with 

unauthorized recipients.

Educate end-users and 
improve security 
behaviors

Contextual tailored in the 

moment training and warning 

messages are displayed to 

employees before they send 

risky emails.

Easy integration

Tessian’s API integrations allows 

security teams to centralize and 

orchestrate events from SIEM/

SOAR platforms.

Secures all enterprise 
environments

Tessian’s Integrated Cloud Email Security platform combines three dynamic 

solutions powered by machine learning to enable organizations to protect 

confidential data on email effectively.

Tessian Insider Risk Protection Solution

Tessian Guardian

Automatically prevents 

accidental data loss 

from misdirected 

emails and misattached 

files

Tessian Enforcer

Automatically prevent 

data exfiltration via 

email to personal, 

unauthorized, and non-

business accounts.

Tessian Architect

A powerful policy 

engine combining 

classic DLP policies with 

intelligent policies to 

provide custom 

protection against 

sensitive data loss.
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How does the Tessian Insider Risk Protection solution work?

Effortless for Security, IT, and Compliance Teams

Builds behavioral intelligence 
models utilizing historical email 
data

Is this the correct attachment?

Performs real-time analysis of 
emails before sending and 
detects anomalies
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Automatically protects data on 
email from top threats

Experience Tessian in Action

Tessian Cloud Email Security intelligently prevents 

advanced email threats and protects against data loss to 

strengthen email security and build smarter security 

cultures in modern enterprises

Request a demo

Gain granular visibility and control

into data loss events and view incidents in a single 

dashboard for easy remediation. Get complete 

insight into your riskiest users’ email behaviors and 

data loss threats facing your email environment.

Detailed reporting and audit logs

provide defensible proof against data breaches. If a 

risk is identified, Tessian’s Risk Hub enables you to 

formally document all associated events.

Comprehensive, seamless protection

Tessian secures all outbound emails sent across any 

email client (Desktop, Mobile, Webetc.) with the 

same consistent analysis – all within 24 hours of 

deployment.

Reduce admin burden of DLP by 10x

with end-user remediation and powerful policy logic 

that simplifies DLP configurations in minutes.

“Before Tessian, we didn’t have clear visibility into data loss incidents on email 

or the true size of the problem. We believed it was happening, but we didn’t 

have a solution or strategy in place to help us proactively combat it. Now, with 

Enforcer and Guardian, we’re able to automatically detect and prevent 

incidents that could have a big impact on the business.”

Senior Manager of Information Security at Rand Merchant Bank (Enterprise Financial Services Business)
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